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HIGHLIGHTS

- Various Zr-doped barium cerates can suffer surface degradation in ambient air.
- 10 mol% doping of Sn improves ambient-condition stability of cerates.
- Sn-doped cerate shows good performances in SOFC and H2 permeation tests.
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ABSTRACT

Increasing the stability of perovskite proton conductor against atmospheric CO2 and moisture attack at ambient conditions might be equally important as that at the elevated service temperatures. It can ease the transportation and storage of materials, potentially reducing the maintenance cost of the integral devices. In this work, we initially examined the surface degradation behaviors of various Zr-doped barium cerates (BaCe0.7Zr0.1Y0.1Me0.1O3) using XRD, SEM, STEM and electron energy loss spectroscopy. Though that the typical lanthanide (Y, Yb and Gd) and In incorporated Zr-doped cerates well resisted CO2-induced carbonation in air at elevated temperatures, they were unfortunately vulnerable at ambient conditions, suffering slow decompositions at the surface. Conversely, Sn doped samples (BCZYSn) were robust at both conditions yet showed high protonic conductivity. Thanks to that, the anode supported solid oxide fuel cells equipped with BCZYSn electrolyte delivered a maximum power density of 387 mW cm\(^{-2}\) at 600 °C in simulated coal-derived syngas. In the hydrogen permeation test using BCZYSn based membrane, the H2 flux reached 0.11 mL cm\(^{-2}\) min\(^{-1}\) at 850 °C when syngas was the feedstock. Both devices demonstrated excellent stability in the presence of CO2 in the syngas.

1. Introduction

Perovskite structured oxides have garnered tremendous attention over the past decades as a promising series of high-temperature proton conductors [1–4]. They constitute the electrolyte of proton-conducting solid oxide fuel cells (PC-SOFCs) that are advantageous, in terms of the efficiency, over the conventional ones based on the oxygen ionic conductor [5]. Thanks to the excellent protonic conductivity, PC-SOFCs work nicely at a much lower temperature. This significantly reduces the materials cost and boosts the long-term stability [6–8]. Recent work has demonstrated that PC-SOFCs maintained superior performances at temperature as low as 350 °C after hundreds of hours of operation [8]. In addition, the reactors derived from PC-SOFCs also show the capabilities for alternative applications including alkene dehydrogenation, water electrolysis and CO2 conversions [9–11]. The hydrogen pump is another key application of the perovskite proton conductor. After compositing with a suitable electronic conductor, this hybrid membrane enables spontaneous hydrogen separation with excellent selectivity [4,12]. Because no external power supply is required, this approach offers outstanding energy efficiency compared to the conventional pressure swing adsorption and the cryogenic separation techniques [13].

A wide variety of perovskite oxides exhibit protonic conductivity at elevated temperatures [1,2]. This includes doped BaCeO\(_3\), BaZrO\(_3\), SrCeO\(_3\), SrZrO\(_3\) and LaNbO\(_3\), among which Y-doped barium cerates prevail owing to their excellent ionic conductivity and sinterability. Co-doping cerates using a secondary trivalent cation, e.g., Yb and Gd [14,15], can further optimize the transport properties. Nonetheless,
many cerates are instable at elevated temperature when exposing to acidic gases (e.g., CO₂ and H₂O) [16]. Their detrimental reactions cause the decomposition of cerates and often degrade the performances of the devices. Conversely, barium zirconate is much robust, well resisting the CO₂ attack at high temperatures [16,17]. But its conductivity is much lower than that of cerate. To enhance the chemical stability and maintain the high protonic conductivity of cerate, incorporating Zr is logically and practically the most viable solution. In particular, 10–30 mol.% Zr doped cerates are of great research interest [11,12,15,18–20]. Because of their good proton conductivity and reasonable stability in mild environment at high temperatures, they have been widely applied as the membrane materials for PC-SOFC and hydrogen pump.

Despite their excellent high temperature properties, we recently discovered that the 10 mol.% zirconium doped barium cerate suffered slow degradation at ambient conditions [21], posing a great challenge for the transportation and storage of the material and potentially increasing the maintenance cost of the integral devices. In this work, we initially investigated the ambient-condition stability of BaCe₀.₇Zr₀.₁Y₀.₂O₃ (BCZYGd), one of the classical perovskite proton conducting materials [15], and screened a number of acceptor and isovalent dopants in order to promote the robustness of cerates. The Sn doped cerate demonstrated excellent stability at both ambient and working conditions, enabling excellent yet robust PC-SOFC and hydrogen separation performances in simulated coal-derived synthesis gas.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials preparations

The conventional sol-gel method was used to prepare the perovskite oxide powders with varied compositions, including BaCe₀.₇Zr₀.₁Y₀.₂O₃ (BCZY), BaCe₀.₇Zr₀.₁Y₀.₂Θ₀.₁ (BCZYΘ), BaCe₀.₇Zr₀.₁Y₀.₂Sn₀.₁ (BCZYSn), BaCe₀.₇Zr₀.₁Y₀.₂In₀.₁ (BCZYN) and BaCe₀.₇Zr₀.₁Y₀.₂Gd₀.₁ (BCZYGd). Initially, stoichiometric amounts of metal (oxy)nitrates were dissolved into deionized water with vigorous stirring. Then appropriate amounts of ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA, from Acros-or ganis) and citric acid (CA, from Sigma-Aldrich) were added as the chelating agents. The molar ration of total metal ions: EDTA: CA was 1:5: 1: 1. The subsequent mild heating under constant agitation induced water evaporation and the gelation of the residual. The obtained gel was finally calcined at 1200 °C for 10 h to form the desired phases. Similarly, Gd₀.₆Ce₀.₄O₃ (GDC) and PrBaCo₃O₇+δ (PBC) powders were prepared using the same method. Glycine, however, was used as the chelating agent instead of EDTA and CA.

2.2. Materials characterizations

The powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed on a Rigaku MiniFlex X-ray diffractometer using CuKα radiation (λ = 1.54056 Å). The 2-theta range was 10–90° with the step size of 0.02° and the scan rate of 2.5° min⁻¹. The morphology of the sample was characterized using a FEI Verios 460 scanning electron microscope (SEM) coupled with an energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) detector. Transmission electron microscope (TEM) analysis was carried out using a FEI Tecnai Osiris TEM operating at 200 kV. It was equipped with a high angle annular dark field (HAADF) scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM) detector coupled with an EDX spectrometer for elemental analysis. The sample was prepared by spreading a small amount of the powder, dispersed in ethanol, onto the copper grid. Thermogravimetric and differential scanning calorimetric (TGA-DSC) analysis was carried out using the NETZSCH Jupiter² STA 449F3. All the measurements were done in the temperature range of 30–900 °C in air flow with a flow rate of 20 mL min⁻¹ at a heating rate of 5 °C min⁻¹.

2.3. Procedures of cerate stability test

The ambient-condition stability test of various cerates was carried out at room temperature (21 °C) in humidified ambient air (relative humidity = 98–100%). The sample powder was placed and sealed in a quartz tube. Humidified air was continuously passed through for 72 h. The stability test of BCZYSn in simulated coal-derived syngas (40% H₂ + 60% CO, certified and provided by Praxair, Inc.) was performed likewise. The tube was mounted in a tubular furnace to be heated to the designed temperatures.

2.4. Procedures of electrochemical test

A detailed PC-SOFC button cells fabrication procedure was reported in our previous work [22]. In brief, the BCZYSn electrolyte ink was spin-coated on the pre-calcined porous NiO-BCZYSn support, a subsequent 5 h sintering at 1420 °C fully densified the electrolyte. Then the PBC-BCZYSn cathode ink was applied onto the opposite side of the dense electrolyte to form the cathode after 2 h calcination at 1000 °C. In the electrochemical test, gold paste was applied onto both electrodes as the current collector. The button cell was mounted between a pair of coaxial alumina tube in the furnace. Before the test, the cell was reduced in a stream of 5% H₂ + N₂ and then conditioned in humidified H₂ (ca. 3 vol % water vapor). During the test, the impedance and current-voltage characteristics were determined using a Solartron 1287 electrochemical interface together with a 1255B frequency response analyzer. The hydrogen flow rate was 50 mL min⁻¹ whereas the oxygen flow rate at the cathode was also 50 mL min⁻¹. The conductivity of the BCZYSn disc was determined at the designed temperatures in humidified hydrogen environment using the two-electrode configuration via the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. All the impedance spectra were obtained under open circuit with the AC amplitude of 10 mV and the frequency range from 0.1 Hz to 100 kHz.

2.5. Procedures of hydrogen permeation test

To prepare the hydrogen permeation membrane, equal amount of BCZYSn and GDC powders were homogenized thoroughly by ball milling in isopropanol. The dried mixture was pressed into pellet and densified at 1400 °C for 10 h. The obtained membrane disc was ground and polished at both sides; the final thickness was controlled at 0.6–0.7 mm. The SOFC test setup was adapted and used to measure the hydrogen permeability. Before mounting to this setup, Pt paste was applied onto both sides of the disc as the porous catalytic layer for hydrogen activation. In the test, hydrogen was separated from both 50% H₂ balanced by He and the simulated coal-derived syngas; Ar was used as the sweep gas at the permeate side. The flow rates were 100 mL min⁻¹ at both the feed and permeate sides. All the gas composition analysis was determined by the gas chromatography (GC, Agilent 6890N).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Surface degradation of doped cerate at ambient conditions

Thermodynamically, pure BaCeO₃ and BaZrO₃ are both instable below 500 °C (see Fig. 1a). For instance, the ΔG reaches ~95 kJ mol⁻¹ at 25 °C for the carbonation reaction of BaZrO₃. Fortunately, the sluggish kinetics of such degradation at ambient conditions often suppresses the progress of the reaction. However, with the presence of high-level humid, this detrimental reaction might proceed rapidly. To examine the kinetically stability at ambient condition, we selected BCZYYb, one of the classical proton-conducting materials that exhibits high proton conductivity and reasonable chemical stability at high temperatures, as the studying sample. The STEM-HAADF image in Fig. 1b shows the morphologies of BCZYYb powder after the 72 h stability test in humid
Similar to our previous observations [21], the characteristic nanorods were found at the surface of BCZYYb. Both the EELS and EDX elemental analyses indicated that these nanorods contained exclusively barium without other metallic elements. The electron diffractionogram in Fig. 1d and the XRD analysis (see below) further verified that the Ba-rich phases were indeed BaCO3. However, this surface degradation was not observed when treating the sample with either dry air or dry CO2, implying that such decomposition must be also “catalyzed” by moisture [21].

3.2. Improving the ambient-condition stability

To further examine the ambient-condition stability of cerates, a number of acceptor and isovalent dopants have been incorporated into its lattice. Representatives from lanthanide (Gd, Y, Yb), group 13 (In) and group 14 (Sn) elements were selected, which have been reported to be capable of boosting the proton conductivity and/or chemical stability of cerates. The doping ratios were all kept at 10 mol.% at the B site of the perovskite. Fig. 2a shows the XRD patterns of the as-prepared BCZYYb, BCZY, BCZYSn, BCZYIn and BCZYGd powder samples, confirming the successful formation of perovskite structure with few impurities. These samples were then subjected to the stability test for 72 h (vide supra). The crystallographic data in Fig. 2b indicates the partial structural destruction of BCZY, BCZYYb and BCZYGd. Two additional peaks, corresponding to the formation of BaCO3, presented at ca. 25° and 35°, respectively. This suggested that the decomposition might follow the pathway below:

$$\text{BaCe}_{0.7}\text{Zr}_{0.1}\text{Me}_{0.2}\text{O}_3 + \text{CO}_2 + \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{BaCO}_3 + \text{CeO}_2 + \text{MeC}_x\text{H}_y\text{O}_z + \text{ZrO}_2$$

(1)

Me is the lanthanide metals whereas MeC_xH_yO_z represents the possible mixture of oxide, (oxy)hydroxide and (oxy/bi)carbonate. The diffraction patterns CeO2 and ZrO2 were, however, negligible because of their low quantity and the amorphous nature [21].

Conversely, no impurity has been identified by the XRD in the In and Sn doped samples, implying their enhanced ambient-condition stability. These air-treated samples were also analyzed by the TGA technique in Fig. 2c. Clearly, no significant weight loss was recorded for BCZYSn, the trivial mass variation might come from the change of the non-stoichiometric oxygen. The weight loss of BCZY, BCZYGd and BCZYYb increased progressively, suggesting the increased vulnerability. This trend was in good agreement with the intensity of BaCO3 peak in
The first two-step weight loss below 600 °C reflected the thermal decomposition of MeCxHyOz [23,24]. The last drop at ~ 800 °C correlated with the decomposition of BaCO3 [25]. Interestingly, the seemingly stable BCZYIn also suffered ca. 2 wt% weight loss. We therefore concluded that only Sn can fully stabilize the cerate at ambient conditions. A possible reason might be that the isovalent Sn4+ dopant could effectively decrease the negative hydration energy of cerate, suppressing its surface hydration process. Consequently, the decomposition of cerate was unable to proceed accordingly to Eq. (1).

Besides, BCZYSn also demonstrated excellent high-temperature chemical stability in humidified syngas (vide infra).

We then examined the morphology change of samples after the stability test. Compared to the previous observations of degraded BCZY [21], both BCZYYb and BCZYGd also showed the characteristic BaCO3 nanorods on the surface (see Fig. 3), implying the superficial decomposition of the perovskite oxides (cf. the EDX mapping results in the ESI). Albeit that the degradation of BCZYIn was trivial, we still noticed the formation of small nanobeads, circled in the inset of Fig. 3c, on the surface. A subsequent EDX analysis confirmed that they were BaCO3, corroborating the above-mentioned TGA results. To the contrary, Fig. 3d reveals that the cubic crystals of BCZYSn was sustained after the test, no newly formed phase was identified, well matching the XRD and TGA data. Hence, Sn was selected as the suitable doping element and BCZYSn was used as the candidate material of fabricating the PC-SOFC and hydrogen separation membrane.

### 3.3. PC-SOFCs and hydrogen separation tests

Fig. 4a shows the Arrhenius plot of the electrical conductivity of the BCZYSn disc measured in humidified hydrogen. The conductivity reached $4.2 \times 10^{-3}$, $6.8 \times 10^{-3}$, $9.7 \times 10^{-3}$ and $1.1 \times 10^{-2}$ S cm$^{-1}$ at 500, 600, 700 and 800 °C, respectively, which was comparable with that of typical Sn doped cerate and zirconate [26,27]. These values were indeed lower than that of BCZYYb and BCZY, possibly because of the strong proton trapping effect in the material [28], yet BCZYSn enjoyed a balanced performance of good conductivity with much higher chemical stability at both ambient and high-temperature conditions.

We then fabricated the PC-SOFC button cell employed with the BCZYSn electrolyte. The cell was configured as the typical anode support design. Ni-BCZYSn and PBC-BCZYSn composites were respectively used as the anode and cathode in the membrane electrode assembly. The open-circuit potential (OCV) in H2 attained 0.99 V at 600 °C (see the polarization curve in Fig. 4b), indicating the low electronic conductivity of the electrolyte material. The fuel cell was also studied when being powered by syngas. The feedstock originally comprised of certified 40% H2 and 60% CO, simulating the major components/ratio of coal-derived syngas. However, ca. 5% of CO2 was detected in the syngas fed PC-SOFC by the gas chromatography, which was attributable to the water-gas-shift reaction at elevated temperatures. Nonetheless, the relatively high CO2 concentration did not detrimental the physico-chemical properties of BCZYSn or the performances of the cell. The maximum power densities attained 473 mW cm$^{-2}$ and 387 mW cm$^{-2}$ at 600 °C in humidified H2 and syngas, respectively. The TGA data in Fig. S2 also substantiates that no carbonation reaction, which supposed to cause weight gains, occurred in 5% CO2 balanced by N2 (for safety reasons, TGA measurement in syngas was not conducted). The two steps of weight loss came from dehydration and the loss of non-stoichiometric oxygen. In addition, SEM image in Fig. S3 shows the unimpaired crystal morphology of BCZYSn after 24 h treatment in syngas at 600 °C.
Finally, we investigated the hydrogen permeability of BCZYSn. The membrane disc was consisted of 50 wt% BCZYSn and equal amount of Gd$_{0.1}$Ce$_{0.9}$O$_2$ (GDC) as the proton- and electron-conductor, respectively. When the feed gas was 50% H$_2$ balanced by He, the hydrogen flux reached 0.12 mL cm$^{-2}$ min$^{-1}$ at 850 °C. This value dropped to 0.11 mL cm$^{-2}$ min$^{-1}$ when the feedstock was switched to syngas because of the lower pH$_2$ according to the Wagner equation. In both scenarios, the recorded hydrogen permeability was comparable with that of various doped barium cerates [29–31]. After 24 h permeation test in syngas at 850 °C (note the presence of CO$_2$, see above), the H$_2$ flux hardly decreased, indicating the excellent stability of BCZYSn based membrane.

4. Conclusions

The present study revealed that a number of high-temperature-stable barium cerates were susceptible to the thermodynamically favored ambient-condition degradation in the presence of CO$_2$ and moisture. BCZYSn was, however, an exception that showed good stability in both scenarios. Along with its high protonic conductivity, it enabled excellent SOFC and hydrogen separation performances in simulated coal-derived syngas.
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